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[1] We present Cassini Visual and Infrared Mapping Spectrometer observations of
infrared auroral emissions from the noon sector of Saturn’s ionosphere revealing multiple
intense auroral arcs separated by dark regions poleward of the main oval. The arcs are
interpreted as the ionospheric signatures of bursts of reconnection occurring at the dayside
magnetopause. The auroral arcs were associated with upward field-aligned currents, the
magnetic signatures of which were detected by Cassini at high planetary latitudes.
Magnetic field and particle observations in the adjacent downward current regions showed
upward bursts of 100–360 keV light ions in addition to energetic (hundreds of keV)
electrons, which may have been scattered from upward accelerated beams carrying the
downward currents. Broadband, upward propagating whistler waves were detected
simultaneously with the ion beams. The acceleration of the light ions from low altitudes
is attributed to wave-particle interactions in the downward current regions. Energetic
(600 keV) oxygen ions were also detected, suggesting the presence of ambient oxygen
at altitudes within the acceleration region. These simultaneous in situ and remote
observations reveal the highly energetic magnetospheric dynamics driving some of
Saturn’s unusual auroral features. This is the first in situ identification of transient
reconnection events at regions magnetically conjugate to Saturn’s magnetopause.
Citation: Badman, S. V., et al. (2012), Cassini observations of ion and electron beams at Saturn and their relationship to infrared
auroral arcs, J. Geophys. Res., 117, A01211, doi:10.1029/2011JA017222.
1. Introduction
[2] Early observations of Saturn’s aurorae at ultraviolet
(UV) wavelengths suggested they formed a narrow (1–2°)
“main oval” ring of emission circling the poles at 20°
colatitude [Broadfoot et al., 1981]. Interpretation of auroral
images combined with modeling and in situ measurements
have demonstrated that Saturn’s main oval emissions are
generated by a field-aligned current system associated with
the boundary between open and closed magnetic field lines
[Cowley et al., 2004; Badman et al., 2006; Belenkaya et al.,
2007; Bunce et al., 2008a]. In this scenario, the area pole-
ward of the main auroral oval maps to open field lines, and
its size is determined by the balance between opening of flux
at the dayside magnetopause and closure in the magnetotail,
similar to the terrestrial case.
[3] While most of the past studies of Saturn’s aurorae have
been made in the UV, especially by the Hubble Space Tele-
scope, high spatial resolution images of Saturn’s infrared (IR)
aurora have been available from the Visual and Infrared
Mapping Spectrometer (VIMS) [Brown et al., 2004] on
board Cassini. For simplicity throughout this study, the term
“IR aurora” is used to denote H3
+ auroral emission, as the
wavelength ranges used were dominated by H3
+ emission
lines. To generate IR H3
+ emissions, incident auroral electrons
ionize atmospheric H2 to form H2
+, which then reacts with
H2 to produce the H3
+ ionized molecule. Ro-vibrational tran-
sitions of the H3
+ molecule, which has a lifetime of 500 s
[Melin et al., 2011], produce the IR auroral emissions
[Drossart et al., 1989]. H3
+ emissions are strongly dependent
on the background temperature and incident electron energy
and flux [Tao et al., 2011]. Recent analyses of auroral images
taken by Cassini have shown Saturn’s main IR auroral
emissions to be colocated with those in the UV and thus
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driven by the same field-aligned current system [Badman
et al., 2011a; Melin et al., 2011].
[4] Detailed studies of Saturn’s aurora have revealed a
variety of morphologies more complicated than a discrete
main oval, which have been related to both the solar wind
conditions and the rotation of the planet [Clarke et al., 2005,
2009; Crary et al., 2005; Grodent et al., 2005, 2011; Nichols
et al., 2010]. Some of the most intriguing time-dependent
features are the localized “blobs” and enhanced arcs
observed in the noon region, which have been termed
Saturn’s cusp aurora by analogy with observations of the
Earth’s aurora. These features are directly related to the
interaction of Saturn’s magnetosphere with the solar wind
[Gérard et al., 2004, 2005; Bunce et al., 2005a]. Transient
infrared emissions are commonly observed poleward of the
main oval region and are usually diffuse, but can cover a
range of sizes from small patches to large-scale “infilling” of
the polar region [Stallard et al., 2004, 2008; Badman et al.,
2011a, 2011b]. In this study we report, for the first time, an
IR auroral configuration comprising multiple, distinct arcs
poleward of the main oval in the noon sector.
[5] In situ observations of transient reconnection events
have not been commonly detected at Saturn’s magneto-
pause, unlike spacecraft encounters with the magnetopauses
at Earth [Rijnbeek et al., 1984], Mercury [Slavin et al., 2008]
and Jupiter [Walker and Russell, 1985]. However, evidence
of reconnection in the form of a magnetic field component
normal to Saturn’s magnetopause [Huddleston et al., 1997]
and additional heated ion and electron populations
[McAndrews et al., 2008] have been presented. The location
and rate of reconnection depend on the plasma beta param-
eter on both sides of the magnetopause, the interplanetary
magnetic field (IMF) strength and orientation and the
velocity of the solar wind [Swisdak et al., 2003; Jackman
et al., 2004; Bunce et al., 2006]. These latter parameters
have also been shown to influence the large-scale behavior
of Saturn’s aurora [Badman et al., 2005; Cowley et al., 2005;
Grodent et al., 2005].
[6] Bunce et al. [2005a] modeled the effects of different
IMF conditions on the ionospheric flows and current sys-
tems resulting from pulsed reconnection at both high lati-
tudes and the subsolar magnetopause. As described in their
model, at Saturn where the planetary field is oriented
opposite to that of the Earth, reconnection at the subsolar
magnetopause is expected to occur under conditions of
northward IMF and will produce the following phenomena:
(1) antisunward ionospheric flows and currents in the
vicinity of the open-closed boundary (main oval); (2) the
opening of dayside magnetic field lines; and (3) the expan-
sion of the dayside auroral oval to lower latitudes. Con-
versely, high-latitude lobe reconnection would occur under
prolonged southward IMF and result in reversed vortical
flows and currents poleward of the open-closed boundary in
the ionosphere. Subsolar reconnection is thus related to the
intensification of the main auroral arc in the noon region,
while high-latitude reconnection is related to localized
auroral emission poleward of the main oval, whose dis-
tributions will be affected by the time development of the
reconnection [Bunce et al., 2005a; Gérard et al., 2005].
[7] Observations of local processes related to Saturn’s
aurora have also been made in situ by the Cassini plasma
instruments. Saur et al. [2006] identified beams of 20–
800 keV electrons accelerated upward from Saturn’s iono-
sphere in the predawn and noon sectors (the local time (LT)
sector explored by Cassini during the studied orbits) and at
radial distances of 11–20 RS. Similar beams have also been
described by Mitchell et al. [2009a], who simultaneously
identified energetic upward ions (30–200 keV) and magnetic
field perturbations. Mitchell et al. [2009a] interpreted these
as the signatures of downward current layers, which were
detected at dipole L shells of 10–50, i.e., incorporating the
statistical auroral and polar cap regions. The events identi-
fied by Mitchell et al. [2009a] were observed at a range of
local times and could be either steady for hours or pulsed
with a repetition period of tens of minutes. While the dis-
crete aurora are produced by electrons accelerated down-
ward into the ionosphere (i.e., upward current regions), such
downward directed current layers (energetic, upward trav-
eling electrons) have also been identified in the auroral
regions at Earth [Carlson et al., 1998; Marklund, 2009] and
Jupiter [Mauk and Saur, 2007]. Such current layers evi-
dently play an integral role in energy transport in the auroral
regions of these magnetized planets.
[8] In this study, in situ measurements of these distinctive
downward current signatures are presented with, for the first
time, a simultaneous image of the magnetically conjugate
auroral region. This enables a direct comparison of the field-
aligned currents evident in the magnetic field and plasma
data with the resulting auroral features. In the following
sections, the auroral morphology is described and then
related to the relevant in situ plasma and magnetic field
measurements.
2. Interval Overview: 2008 Day of Year 320
(15 November 2008)
[9] On day of year 320 of 2008 (15 November 2008)
(hereafter 2008-320) Cassini moved inbound from the day-
side magnetosphere at high northern latitudes. The trajectory
for days of year (DOY) 318–324 in 2008 is shown in
Figure 1 in the X-Y and X-Z planes in Kronocentric Solar
Magnetospheric (KSM) coordinates, where X points from
Saturn to the Sun, Y is positive toward dusk and the X-Z
plane contains the planetary spin (and magnetic) axis. The
ionospheric magnetic footprint of Cassini’s trajectory is also
shown in Figure 1 (right), with the sunward direction toward
the right and dawn toward the bottom. The trajectory has
been mapped from Cassini’s magnetospheric position using
the SOI model of Saturn’s magnetic field [Dougherty et al.,
2005] and a model ring current field perturbation [Bunce
et al., 2007]. The ring current perturbation was modeled
assuming a nominal magnetopause standoff distance of
21 RS and the mapping was performed to 1100 km above
the 1 bar reference spheroid. From 12:00 to 24:00 UT on day
320, Cassini was at a radial distance of 12 RS, slightly
duskward of noon, and moving toward the Northern Hemi-
sphere at high latitude. This trajectory thus afforded an
excellent view of the northern auroral region for Cassini
imaging instruments.
2.1. Infrared Auroral Images
[10] A mosaic of six images of the northern IR aurora
taken by VIMS on day 320 is shown in Figure 2a. VIMS
acquires a full wavelength spectrum (0.85–5.1 mm) at each
pixel position in its field of view (FOV) in turn, where
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1 pixel = 0.5  0.5 mrad and the FOV for these observations
was 42  42 pixels. The total exposure time for each image
was 30 min. The images in Figure 2 have been projected
onto a 0.25°  0.25° planetocentric polar grid using an
estimated peak emission height of 1100 km above the 1 bar
reference spheroid (T. S. Stallard et al., Peak emission alti-
tude of Saturn’s H3
+ aurora, unpublished manuscript, 2011).
The orientation is such that the observer is looking down
onto the pole with the sunward direction (12:00 LT) at the
bottom, dawn (06:00 LT) to the left and dusk (18:00 LT) to
the right. The start time of each exposure (UT) is labeled on
each image: 19:46 UT, 20:18 UT, 21:58 UT, 22:31 UT,
23:05 UT, and 23:38 UT.
[11] The data are color-coded according to specific inten-
sity, and grey regions are those outside the VIMS FOV. Five
nonconsecutive VIMS wavelength channels containing
emission lines in the range 3.4–3.7 mm have been added to
produce these images. The intensities have been corrected
for line-of-sight effects using a simple cosine correction (i.e.,
multiplication by the cosine of the emission angle for each
Figure 2. (a) A mosaic of six Cassini VIMS images of Saturn’s infrared aurora taken on 2008-320. The
start time of each image is marked at its edge: (i) 19:46 UT, (ii) 20:18 UT, (iii) 21:58 UT, (iv) 22:31 UT,
(v) 23:05 UT and (vi) 23:38 UT. The white grid marks latitudes at intervals of 10° and the noon-midnight
and dawn-dusk meridians. The white line delimited by dots shows Cassini’s ionospheric footprint during
12:00–24:00 UT on 2008-320. The white asterisk marks Cassini’s footprint at 22:00 UT on DOY 320.
(b) Image i taken by Cassini VIMS showing the area overlapped by the following image ii whose outline
is marked by the white dashed line. Cassini’s ionospheric footprint is shown again here for clarity.
Figure 1. (left and middle) Cassini’s trajectory and mapped northern ionospheric footprint during 2008
DOYs 318–324 (13–19 November 2008) in KSM coordinates, where X points from Saturn to the Sun,
Y is positive toward dusk, and the X-Z plane contains the rotation (and magnetic) axis. The dot-dashed
red lines indicate the extreme positions of the magnetopause for solar wind dynamic pressures of
0.01 nPa and 0.1 nPa, obtained from the Arridge et al. [2006] model. (right) The ionospheric footprint
of Cassini’s trajectory with the sunward direction toward the right and dawn toward the bottom. The
red dots mark latitudes at intervals of 10° and the noon-midnight and dawn-dusk meridians.
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pixel) and are given in units of 105 W m2 mm1 sr1. The
white line shows the ionospheric footprint of Cassini,
mapped from the magnetosphere as described above to
1100 km above the 1 bar reference spheroid in order to
match the auroral projection. White dots mark the ends of
the trajectory at 12:00 UT and 24:00 UT on 2008-320. The
white asterisk marks the footprint of Cassini at 22:00 UT on
2008-320, i.e., the time that image iii of this region was
taken.
[12] Over the 4 h imaging interval, intense and unusual
auroral features were observed. The FOV of the first two
images which had start times of 19:46 UT and 20:18 UT
partially overlapped, as indicated by the grey outline of the
later image in Figure 2a. Image for time i is therefore
reproduced in Figure 2b, with the outline of the following
image (image ii) indicated by the dashed white line for ref-
erence. Cassini’s ionospheric footprint is also reproduced for
clarity in Figure 2b. Considering this first image (image i), a
wide auroral feature was observed on the dusk side extend-
ing between 9°–13° colatitude and across most of the
VIMS FOV: 17:00–21:00 LT. The same region captured
in image ii shows a narrower (2°) auroral arc, located
further from the pole to 13°–14° colatitude. Comparison of
Figures 2a and 2b indicates that the intense feature around
18:00 LT evident in image i had either dimmed or rotated
out of the FOV by the time of image ii. In image iii multiple,
discrete arcs were observed in the noon region across 5°–
13° colatitude. The arcs varied in width and longitudinal
extent but were approximately 1° wide and separated by
dark regions. The main oval, taken to be the lowest latitude
arc, was very intense (several times greater than average
[Badman et al., 2011b]) in the prenoon region.
[13] The next two images which started at 22:31 UT and
23:05 UT show sections of the nightside aurora, where
auroral arcs were also visible but at lower intensities than on
the dayside. The two arcs present premidnight in image iv
could plausibly be the extremity of the same feature
observed in image i, after rotation round to the nightside at
50% of the planetary rotation rate. The last image in the
sequence (image vi) started at 23:38 UT and reveals an
intense portion of the main oval postdawn and at slightly
lower latitude than the adjacent image iii. The difference in
start time between images iii and vi was 100 min.
[14] The trajectory plotted in Figure 2 shows that Cassini
was sampling field lines mapping to the high-latitude noon
sector during this interval. Image iii reveals a snapshot of
the conjugate auroral morphology starting at 21:58 UT,
while the other images which cover different LT ranges
reveal the global dynamics during the interval.
[15] Overall this sequence reveals a dynamic aurora, with
possible rotating features (e.g., the postdusk feature seen in
image i), equatorward expansion of the oval on the dayside,
and intense arcs poleward of the main oval, all occurring
over an interval of less than 5 h. The discrete poleward arcs
around noon are uncommon in the VIMS data set. Multiple
auroral arcs have been identified in 6 out of 50 sequences of
VIMS images studied so far, where two of these identifica-
tions were made in the noon sector. The morphology of
these arcs is similar to bifurcations of the dayside auroral
oval seen at the Earth, which are identified as the iono-
spheric signatures of newly opened flux tubes created by
dayside reconnection [Milan et al., 2000]. The apparent
equatorward expansion of the dayside auroral oval seen in
this sequence of VIMS images indicates an increase in open
flux, thus supporting this interpretation. The temporal evo-
lution of similar bifurcation features has recently been
identified in UV images of Saturn’s aurora by Radioti et al.
[2011], who related them to transient dayside reconnection
events based on their morphology compared with features
seen at Earth. In sections 2.2–2.4 the in situ measurements
acquired on 2008-320 are described in relationship to the
VIMS auroral observations and the validity of our proposed
transient reconnection interpretation is discussed.
2.2. Magnetic Field and Plasma Overview
[16] The electron and magnetic field measurements
acquired by Cassini at 12:00–24:00 UT on 2008-320 are
plotted in Figure 3. This corresponds to the duration of the
trajectory drawn on the auroral images in Figure 2a. Figure 3
(top) shows an energy-time spectrogram of electron differ-
ential energy flux measured by the Cassini Plasma Spec-
trometer–Electron Spectrometer (CAPS-ELS) [Young et al.,
2004]. The electron energy range covered was 0.5 eV to
28 keV and the fluxes of field-perpendicular (pitch angles
80°–100°) electrons are plotted. Figure 3 (bottom) displays
the components of the magnetic field in spherical radial (r),
polar (q) and azimuthal (f) coordinates referenced to the
spin (and magnetic) axis, from which the Cassini model of
the internal planetary field [Dougherty et al., 2005] has been
subtracted. The arrows labeled i–vi at the top of Figure 3
(top) indicate the start times of the VIMS images shown in
Figure 2a.
[17] At the start of the interval shown the warm (100–
1000 eV) electron population and small-scale fluctuations in
the magnetic field components were suggestive of Cassini
being on closed field lines. Cassini was at high latitudes at
this time (50°–55°) on field lines mapping to 9°–8°
colatitude. At around 17:30 UT the plasma and field data
abruptly changed; there was a significant decrease in the
electron flux at all energies except at <10 eV (spacecraft
photoelectrons), which may be indicative of the spacecraft
crossing from closed to open field lines, and the Bf com-
ponent in particular showed sharp fluctuations. These fluc-
tuations in Bf occurred on 1 h timescales, distinctly
shorter than the well-known 11 h “planetary period”
oscillations. Perturbations of this nature in Bf are indicative
of field-aligned currents [Talboys et al., 2011], the nature
of which will now be investigated.
2.3. Field-Aligned Currents
[18] The equatorward directed height-integrated Pedersen
current in the ionosphere IP can be related via Ampère’s law
to the Bf component of the magnetic field measured in the
magnetosphere by
IP ¼  rBfm0
; ð1Þ
where r is the cylindrical radial distance of Cassini from
Saturn’s spin axis and the negative sign applies for the
Northern Hemisphere [e.g., Bunce et al., 2008b; Talboys
et al., 2011]. This relationship assumes the current ring
is azimuthally symmetric, which may not be the case for
the features studied here but is taken as a reasonable first
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estimate. Bf and the calculated IP are shown for the 12 h
interval of interest (12:00–24:00 UT) in Figure 4 (first
and third panels). The magnetically mapped ionospheric
colatitude of Cassini is plotted in Figure 4 (second panel).
The 1 nT fluctuations in Bf are apparent, as are the related
increases and decreases in IP. These fluctuations in IP indi-
cate currents flowing into or out of the ionosphere. Moving
equatorward (right to left in Figure 4), a decrease in IP
requires an upward field-aligned current and an increase
in IP requires a downward field-aligned current. Regions of
net decreases and increases in IP have been marked by the
vertical dashed lines in Figure 4 and labeled a–j, although
smaller-scale fluctuations are also apparent within these
regions.
[19] The net upward and downward directed currents DI
in each of the regions a–j have been calculated and plotted in
Figure 4 (fourth panel). Positive and negative values indicate
upward and downward field-aligned currents, respectively.
The upward and downward currents have similar magni-
tudes of 0.2–0.6 MA rad1 but the downward current
regions are narrower by a factor of 2–9. This implies that the
current densities are higher in the downward current regions.





where Ri is the radius of the ionosphere at colatitude qi,
calculated using an auroral surface 1100 km above the 1 bar
oblate reference spheroid, and Dqi is the colatitudinal width
of the region through which current DI flows in the iono-
sphere [e.g., Bunce et al., 2008b]. The derived values are
plotted for regions a–j in Figure 4 (fifth panel). The upward
current densities are a few hundred nA m2 and the down-
ward current densities are larger, up to 2000 nA m2. This
analysis assumes that the features were stationary such that
their width was measured by Cassini’s motion across them.
In fact, as will be discussed further below, the features may
be significantly wider than the values obtained here and
moving faster in the ionosphere than Cassini’s footprint.
This means that the current density values obtained here may
be overestimated by a factor which depends on the real
width of the moving features. Opposing this effect is the fact
that the sharpest changes in Bf occur over shorter timescales
(or smaller spatial regions) than the broad current regions a–j
defined above. This means that the current density would be
higher than the derived values but in correspondingly
smaller regions.
[20] This analysis of the magnetic field perturbations
indicates that adjacent layers of intense upward and down-
ward field-aligned currents were encountered by Cassini
during this interval. The asymmetric nature of the signatures
(i.e., steep increase, gradual decrease) suggests that this was
Figure 3. Overview of electron and magnetic field measurements made by Cassini during 12:00–
24:00 UT on 2008-320. (top) The field-perpendicular electron differential energy flux spectrogram
from ELS. (bottom) The residual (planetary field model subtracted) components of the magnetic field
in spherical radial, polar and azimuthal coordinates. The labeled arrows at the top indicate the start
times of the VIMS auroral images i–vi shown in Figure 2a.
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a series of structures encountered by Cassini, rather than a
single structure moving back and forth.
2.4. Energetic Electron and Ion Beams
[21] After 12:00 UT on 2008–320 the Magnetospheric
Imaging Instrument (MIMI) [Krimigis et al., 2004] Low
Energy Magnetospheric Measurements System (LEMMS)
and Ion and Neutral Camera (INCA) instruments detected
energetic electrons and ions, respectively. These data are
plotted in Figure 5 (first and fourth panels), along with field-
parallel (0°–20° pitch angle, upward) electron fluxes from
ELS (Figure 5, second panel), radio and plasma wave sci-
ence (RPWS) electric field spectrogram (Figure 5, third
panel) and the field-aligned currents derived above
(Figure 5, fifth panel). In Figure 5 (first to fourth panels) the
vertical dashed lines mark the boundaries of the field-aligned
current regions plotted in Figure 5 (fifth panel). The labeled
arrow at the top indicates the start time of the VIMS auroral
image iii shown in Figure 2a.
[22] The INCA data in Figure 5 (fourth panel) show the
fluxes of light ions, which may consist of H+, H2
+, H3
+, He+
ions but these cannot be distinguished from each other by
the instrument. At this time INCA was in neutral mode,
meaning it could measure ions with energies above the col-
limator plate ion rejection cutoff of 180 keV/q up to the
limit of 360 keV/q. The high-energy light ion fluxes show
five distinct peaks of 1–2 orders of magnitude greater than
the interim values. During this interval the spacecraft was
Figure 4. Ionospheric and field-aligned currents. From top to bottom, Bf component of the magnetic
field, mapped ionospheric colatitude of Cassini qi, height-integrated equatorward ionospheric Pedersen
current IP, field-aligned currentDI, field-aligned current density just above the ionosphere j∥I. The vertical
dashed lines on Figure 4 (third panel) delimit regions of net increase and decrease in IP, labeled a–j, which
are used to calculate DI and j∥I.
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oriented such that INCA could measure field-aligned ions.
The pitch angle distribution of the light ions was strongly
focused within 30° of the field-parallel (upward from the
northern ionosphere) direction.
[23] The ion enhancements were well correlated with the
intensifications of the broadband plasma waves shown in
Figure 5 (third panel). Most of the wave energy occurred
below the electron gyrofrequency (plotted by the white line
in Figure 5) indicating that the waves were electromagnetic
and propagating in the whistler mode. Poynting vector
analysis of the waveforms [Hospodarsky et al., 2001] shows
that the waves in these regions were propagating field
aligned, i.e., upward from the planet. The narrow beam
feature of the ions and the correspondence with the broad-
band electromagnetic wave enhancements are the same as
for the ion conics identified byMitchell et al. [2009a]. At the
radial distance sampled in this study, 12 RS, the conic
structure had collapsed to form a field-aligned beam. There
were also some smaller peaks at lower energies, e.g., 24–
35 keV at 21:20–21:40 UT. These unusual signatures were
Figure 5. Energetic beams of ions and electrons in regions of field-aligned currents on 2008-320 12:00–
24:00 UT. From top to bottom: fluxes of 200 keV to 1 MeV electrons from LEMMS, fluxes of 1 eV to
28 keV field-parallel (upward) electrons from ELS, RPWS electric field spectrogram, ion fluxes measured
by INCA, field-aligned current regions determined from MAG data. The vertical dashed lines on first to
fourth panels indicate the boundaries of the upward and downward current regions plotted in the fifth
panel. The labeled arrow at the top indicates the start time of VIMS auroral image iii shown in Figure 2a.
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actually caused by energetic heavier ions (e.g., oxygen)
entering the sensor above the plate cutoff energy and pro-
ducing a signal corresponding to lower-energy hydrogen
ions. The INCA oxygen channels showed a spike at this
time for time-of-flight values corresponding to ion energies
in the range 250 keV to over 600 keV. The possible origin
of these ions is discussed in section 3.
[24] The LEMMS data (Figure 5, first panel) are shown
for an energy range of 200 keV to 1 MeV, i.e., above the
upper limit of the ELS measurements. LEMMS measured
several intensifications of electrons between 1600 and
23:30 UT, which were strongest at energies up to 300 keV.
The intensifications lasted from a few min to 40 min
in each case. These were sometimes accompanied by
enhancements in the 10 eV to 1 keV electrons measured
by ELS and visible in Figure 5 (second panel). Bursts of
high-energy electrons were also detected by ELS at
20:30 UT and throughout 21:00–23:40 UT.
[25] LEMMS was measuring electrons perpendicular to
the magnetic field direction such that the high-energy elec-
trons it measured cannot be classed as field-aligned beams.
However, previous analyses of similar events have sug-
gested that such electrons have been scattered from a field-
aligned beam into larger pitch angles [Mitchell et al., 2009a].
ELS covered pitch angles up to 110°, i.e., the upward
field-parallel direction but not the downward antiparallel
direction. The energetic beams detected by ELS were mea-
sured in the upward direction only; they are not evident in
the field-perpendicular fluxes shown in Figure 3. Past
observations have shown both upward and bidirectional
electron beams during similar energetic events [Saur et al.,
2006; Mitchell et al., 2009a].
[26] The start time of VIMS image iii, 21:58 UT, is
marked by the arrow at the top of Figure 5. At this time
Cassini’s ionospheric footprint is indicated by the white
asterisk along the trajectory plotted in Figure 2a. The foot-
print coincided with an intense poleward auroral arc flanked
by narrower dark regions at higher and lower latitudes. The
field-aligned current regions plotted in Figure 5 (fifth panel)
show that Cassini encountered an upward field-aligned cur-
rent at this time, enclosed by narrower downward current
regions. This confirms the auroral arcs were generated at
the foot of upward current regions as expected, while the
downward current regions were relatively dark. The rela-
tionship of the plasma observations to the field-aligned
current regions will be described next.
3. Interpretation of Ion and Electron Beams
[27] The field-aligned current regions plotted in Figure 5
(fifth panel) show repeated adjacent layers of downward
and upward currents. The upward ion fluxes and whistler
waves exhibit strong enhancements in the downward cur-
rent regions. The upward acceleration of ionospheric H ions
in regions of downward current is consistent with the
“pressure cooker” mechanism, whereby the ions are accel-
erated perpendicular to the magnetic field by wave inter-
actions at low altitude until the mirror force overcomes
the parallel electric field trapping them there [e.g., Carlson
et al., 1998; Paschmann et al., 2002]. This process leads to
a characteristic conic structure of the ions, which collapses
to a field-aligned beam at higher altitudes. These structures
have been found in the auroral regions of the Earth
[Carlson et al., 1998; Marklund, 2009] and Saturn
[Mitchell et al., 2009a].
[28] The LEMMS data also showed flux enhancements
at up to hundreds of keV energies in the downward current
regions, which are interpreted to be the scattered upward
accelerated electron population. The ELS data showed
some enhancements at energies of 10 eV to 1 keV but these
were not well correlated with the field-aligned current
regions. The ELS data may not show evidence of the
upward electrons carrying the downward current because
the magnitude of the field-aligned voltage was sufficient to
accelerate them to energies above the range detected by
ELS (<28 keV). In fact, the high electron energies mea-
sured by LEMMS suggest that the field-aligned voltage
was of order 10–100 kV, where wave-particle interactions
and scattering may have also contributed to the energization
of the electrons.
[29] Turning now to the upward current regions, the
energetic electron fluxes measured by LEMMS were
reduced in these regions consistent with the downward
acceleration of electrons below the spacecraft. There were
some enhancements of the warm electron population mea-
sured by ELS as mentioned above. The ELS field of view
did not include the downward electron population, which
was the source of the auroral emission observed. The current
carried by the unaccelerated electrons could therefore not be
measured in this case.
[30] Cassini observations made on a different pass through
Saturn’s cusp region have suggested that the current density
of the unaccelerated electrons in this region, j∥e, is a few
tens of nA m2 [Bunce et al., 2008a]. This value can be used
to estimate the minimum altitude of the acceleration region
from Rmin/Ri ≈ (j∥I/j∥e)1/3 (assuming a quasi-dipolar field [e.g.,
Cowley et al., 2004]). From the magnetic field measurements
presented in Figure 4, j∥I  300 nA m2. These values yield
Rmin  2 RS, well below Cassini’s altitude of 11 RS. This
value is in agreement with previous theoretical studies and
observations, which have placed the acceleration region
at <1–4 RS above the planet [Cowley et al., 2004; Mitchell
et al., 2009a; Schippers et al., 2011]. Although this esti-
mate is a lower limit, it is reasonable to consider that Cassini
was above the acceleration region at this time so would
have only encountered the ambient downward electrons,
not the accelerated auroral population.
[31] ELS also observed some upward beams of keV
electrons, e.g., at 21:40 UT, 22:05 UT, 23:00 UT.
Schippers et al. [2011] detected upward electrons in a
region of upward field-aligned current during an encounter
with auroral field lines at Saturn. They related these to very
fine downward current structures embedded in the broader
upward current regions, which are also evident as brief
fluctuations in Bf within the broad current regions defined
in the present study (see Figure 4) and may thus explain
the energetic electrons observed by ELS.
[32] Our analysis confirms that ion beams (conics at
lower altitudes) were generated in regions of downward
current identified in the magnetometer data thus support-
ing the “pressure cooker” acceleration mechanism. The
presence of energetic oxygen in the ion beams suggests
that the acceleration region extended sufficiently high
along the field line above the minimum distances quoted
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above to accelerate the ambient oxygen to the energies
detected.
4. Discussion
[33] The intense and distinctive auroral structures
observed on 2008-320 suggest that this was an interval of
highly dynamic magnetospheric activity, which is con-
firmed by the measurement of energetic ions and electrons
on the connected field lines. The location of the auroral
intensifications at and poleward of the open-closed field
line boundary (the poleward edge of the “main oval”),
suggests that they are associated with the creation of open
flux and its subsequent antisunward transport. In this
interpretation the noon section of the main oval intensifies
during an interval of magnetopause reconnection [Bunce
et al., 2005a; Gérard et al., 2005]. The main auroral arc
then bifurcates as the newly opened flux is transported
antisunward (poleward) via the combined effects of solar
wind flow and magnetic tension force on the field line
[Milan et al., 2000]. The open-closed boundary expands
equatorward to accommodate the new open flux. If further
bursts of magnetopause reconnection occur, this sequence
repeats, leading to a series of auroral arcs poleward of the
main oval, which persist until the newly created open flux
is assimilated into the tail lobe mapping to the central polar
cap. We propose that this is the state that has been captured
by Cassini VIMS in Figure 2a some hours into the bursty
reconnection interval.
[34] On the basis of this discussion, the observations are
now compared to the model results for pulsed dayside
reconnection at Saturn obtained by Bunce et al. [2005a].
First, to estimate the ionospheric velocity of the auroral
arcs, Figure 2a shows that the auroral arcs were 1° wide
and aligned almost perpendicular to Cassini’s antisunward
and duskward trajectory. The corresponding upward cur-
rent regions were encountered by Cassini for approxi-
mately 1 h each (Figure 4). During these encounters
Cassini’s footprint moved approximately 0.2° in the iono-
sphere. Assuming that the arcs were moving over Cassini
in the same direction as its motion, this yields an iono-
spheric velocity of 1.2° h1 or 300 m s1. This corre-
sponds to the “fast flow” model derived by Bunce et al.
[2005a], applicable to solar wind compression regions
during which the dayside reconnection voltage is 400 kV
[Jackman et al., 2004].
[35] In the “fast flow” model for subsolar reconnection,
a pair of upward and downward directed field-aligned cur-
rents are predicted during each burst of reconnection with
densities of 300–1300 nA m2 and 70–1000 nA m2,
respectively, depending on the sense of the IMF BY com-
ponent. These ranges encompass the values measured in the
present study, remembering that the values shown in
Figure 4 would be reduced by factors of 5–10 if the widths
of the current layers matched the widths of the intense and
dark arcs seen in Figure 2a, which were approximately 1°–
0.5°. A larger downward current density than upward current
density, as measured here, is obtained in the model for IMF
BY > 0 conditions.
[36] Bunce et al. [2005a] also derived the field-aligned
voltages and resulting auroral emissions in the upward
current regions and found that a potential drop of <1–
100 kV could be present. In this study the potential drop in
the upward current regions cannot be estimated because of
the incomplete electron distribution. The fact that upward
light ions were not detected in the upward current regions
suggests that the field-aligned voltage in these regions was
smaller than required to accelerate the ions above the
INCA neutral mode cutoff (180 keV/q). In the downward
current regions the electron measurements suggest the
presence of upward acceleration through tens to hundreds
of kV. If the upward field-aligned voltage was of similar
magnitude, the associated UV auroral emissions are
expected to be 10–>100 kR depending on the source
electron population [Bunce et al., 2005a]; these are typical
to high intensities compared to observations. The lowest
latitude arc shown in image iii in Figure 2a was several
times more intense than the average IR intensities in this
region, while the poleward arcs were of typical “polar”
intensities; however the discrete morphology of the pole-
ward arcs is uncommon [Badman et al., 2011b]. These
observations are consistent with an energetic driving pro-
cess occurring at the open-closed field line boundary
(lowest latitude arc), which decays over time such that the
auroral currents and emissions on higher-latitude (older)
open field lines reduce in intensity as the field lines are
assimilated into the polar cap.
[37] Finally, the amount of open flux created during the
interval can be estimated by measuring the ionospheric
area occupied by the bright arcs poleward of the “main
oval.” Using the method for calculating open flux from
auroral images described by [Badman et al., 2005] and the
Cassini model of Saturn’s magnetic field [Dougherty
et al., 2005], the amount of open flux represented by the
bright auroral arcs visible within the VIMS FOV shown in
Figure 2a is calculated to be 7 GWb, which is a sig-
nificant fraction of the total flux typically threading
the polar cap (15–50 GWb [Badman et al., 2005]).
Dividing this amount of open flux by the 5 h interval
(17:00–22:00 UT) over which the current signatures were
observed before VIMS image iii began gives an average
dayside reconnection voltage of 390 kV, very similar to
the 400 kV quoted above for intervals of strong dayside
driving [Jackman et al., 2004].
[38] This value for the reconnection voltage is only an
estimate as the duration of the reconnection interval and
the surface area occupied by the arcs are not known more
precisely, because of Cassini’s orbital motion and the
incomplete image field of view, respectively. It is in
agreement with the apparent equatorward expansion of the
auroral oval between images iii and vi; an expansion of
1° across the dayside oval as seen between images iii and
vi would require the addition of 2.4 GWb of open flux.
Over the 100 min interval between images iii and vi, this
corresponds to an average reconnection rate of 400 kV.
Note that this estimate compares measurements of the
auroral position from different dayside locations (as VIMS
observed different regions in images iii and vi), and
assumes that a symmetric expansion of the aurora occurred
across all dayside LT over this interval.
[39] This voltage estimate is larger than the 250 kV
derived by Radioti et al. [2011], who observed a series of
poleward auroral arcs over a 2 h interval, indicating
stronger driving by the solar wind in the present study. In
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fact, 400 kV was the peak reconnection voltage identified
during solar wind compression regions by Jackman et al.
[2004], suggesting that the prevailing conditions during
this interval were untypical, e.g., that the IMF magnitude
was particularly high. Overall, the similarities of the
observations with the Bunce et al. [2005a] model lends
weight to the interpretation that the field-aligned currents
and auroral arcs are signatures of multiple bursts of
reconnection at the dayside magnetopause under very
strong driving conditions.
[40] Saturn’s auroral emissions have also been discussed
in relation to vorticity in the magnetosphere and at the
magnetopause using both global MHD simulations
[Fukazawa et al., 2007] and Cassini observations [Masters
et al., 2010]. Fukazawa et al. [2007] showed large-scale
regions of enhanced electron energy flux and field-aligned
currents at high latitude resulting from vortices in the
magnetotail or at the magnetopause, but at magnitudes
considerably lower than required to produce intense aurora.
Masters et al. [2010] estimated the auroral signature of a
vortex encountered by Cassini at the low-latitude boundary
layer but similarly found that it could only generate emis-
sion 10–100 times fainter than typical main oval intensities.
Recent analysis of high-spatial resolution auroral observa-
tions has revealed small spots of UV emission along
Saturn’s main auroral region, which are suggested to be
signatures of successive, traveling Kelvin-Helmholtz vorti-
ces [Grodent et al., 2011]. Although these UV spots were
observed in the near-noon region, like the IR arcs described
in the present study, their morphology was rather different
in terms of both size and latitudinal extent. The IR features
described in this study are therefore not interpreted as sig-
natures of vortices.
[41] Pulsed and continuous field-aligned ion beams have
been commonly observed by Cassini at different LT sec-
tors and L shells [Mitchell et al., 2009a]. While the con-
tinuous events may be associated with relatively steady
auroral field-aligned currents, the pulsed events may be
related to pulsed reconnection at different X line locations
as for the event shown here. On the nightside, intermittent
reconnection and energization events have been observed
in Saturn’s magnetotail and are expected to have auroral
signatures [Cowley et al., 2005; Bunce et al., 2005b;
Mitchell et al., 2009b; Jackman et al., 2010]. During the
interval studied here, several characteristics, including the
location of the events, suggest they are related to the solar
wind interaction and the conversion between closed and open
flux, but this will not necessarily be the case for all events.
Various dynamic processes, such as flow shears in the low-
latitude boundary layer, resulting in auroral field-aligned cur-
rents at different LT and latitudes, could produce similar ion
and electron beams, but the particle energies and auroral
intensities would vary according to the local plasma environ-
ment. The global occurrence of these energetic ion and elec-
tron beams and their relationship to auroral features requires
further detailed study.
5. Conclusions
[42] On 2008-320 Cassini VIMS observed IR auroral arcs
in the northern noon sector poleward of the main auroral
emission. The arcs are interpreted as the ionospheric
signatures of bursts of reconnection occurring at the dayside
magnetopause. Each auroral arc was associated with an
upward current, i.e., downward flow of electrons into the
ionosphere, the magnetic signatures of which were detected
by Cassini during this interval. The downward electrons
carrying the upward currents were not sampled due to
incomplete pitch angle coverage of the plasma instruments
but their existence is inferred from the intense auroral arcs at
the ionospheric footprint of the field lines. Magnetic and
particle observations were made in the downward return
current regions, in particular upward bursts of 100–360 keV
light ions and energetic (hundreds of keV) electrons, which
may have been scattered from upward accelerated beams
carrying the downward currents. The light ions were accel-
erated from low altitudes via the “pressure cooker” mecha-
nism involving acceleration perpendicular to the magnetic
field below the field-aligned potential by wave-particle
interactions [Mitchell et al., 2009a]. Broadband whistler
waves propagating upward were measured by RPWS coin-
cident with the ion bursts. Energetic (600 keV) oxygen ions
were also detected, suggesting the presence of ambient
oxygen ions within the acceleration region. These simulta-
neous in situ and remote observations reveal the highly
energetic magnetospheric dynamics driving some of
Saturn’s uncommon auroral features. This is the first in situ
identification of transient reconnection events at regions
magnetically conjugater to Saturn’s magnetopause.
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